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Hello HYPACK Users,

In this article, I am excited to show you a handy new utility that will allow a user to generate a HYPACK Color File (.hcf) based 
on a color spectrum in MBMAX. As a bit of background, in MBMAX, once stage two processing has been performed a color 
map is automatically generated to allow for visualization of the data. Some of you have commented that this is a visually 
pleasing color spectrum and that it would be nice if it could be exported and used elsewhere in the software. 

We’ve listened to your request and have added this ability to MBMAX!

Here’s how to do it:

1. Open HYPACK, load your desired project and then launch the HYSWEEP Editor (MBMAX).

2. From MBMAX, open some survey lines and perform stage two processing on them.  
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3. Notice that the soundings of the survey 
lines you performed stage two processing 
on are now colored based on their depths. 
You can change the desired auto-generated 
Depth Color Palette in: 

 View         Color Settings...

“Spectrum,” is the typical selection for a        
rainbow colored palette.

4. Here is where the new function is added. 
From the same  View          Color Settings… 
dialog, notice the “Export Colors,” button. 
Pressing the button will yield the following 
dialog.

5. Pressing export will allow the user to save a new .hcf that will match 
the color palette displayed for the stage two processed lines. The 
depth minimum, maximum and increment values can be changed if 
desired. Their default values are the minimum and maximum depth of 
the stage two processed lines (in survey units), while the increment is 
approximately 1/50th of the total depth range. The newly created .hcf 
can be used elsewhere in HYPACK like any other .hcf.

Thank you to our community of users who have suggested this change. I 
hope that you are able to enjoy the feature. Please let us know if you have 
any feedback.

Sincerely,

Andrew Clos


